We consider multi-class classification problems for high dimensional data. Following the idea of reduced-rank linear discriminant analysis (LDA), we introduce a new dimension reduction tool with a flavor of supervised principal component analysis (PCA). The proposed method is computationally efficient and can incorporate the correlation structure among the features. Besides the theoretical insights, we show that our method is a competitive classification tool by simulated and real data examples.
Introduction
Targeting on cancer classification and other modern applications, a great number of high dimensional classification techniques have been invented and studied recently; see Hastie et al. (2009) for an extensive introduction, and Witten & Tibshirani (2011) ; Cai & Liu (2011); Fan et al. (2012) ; Mai et al. (2012) for some recent developments. Although these contemporary classification tools can be applied to the high dimensional data, most of them rely on some strong assumptions. For example, many methods assume that the features are independent to each other; some other methods assume various sparsity conditions. On one hand, these assumptions make the model simple and robust against growing dimensionality, so classification accuracy and computational efficiency can be achieved. On the other hand, they may be too restrictive, and when violated, lead to information loss in data analysis.
Moreover, lots of methods target on the binary classification case and are not straightforward to use if more than two classes are present. Convenient and efficient classification tools for multi-class data are quite limited. Therefore, it is desirable to develop new classification techniques that can handle high dimensional, multi-class data and also take into account the correlation among the features.
Recall that many linear classification rules depend on the Mahalanobis distance. However, it cannot be well-estimated for high dimensional data when the number of features is greater than the sample size as the sample covariance is singular. Nevertheless, under the assumption that features are independent, the sample covariance matrix is diagonal and strictly positive definite, so the Mahalanobis distance can be calculated. That is one of the main reasons that the independence assumption is crucial in many popular classification methods.
For example, the nearest shrunken centroids (NSC, Tibshirani et al., 2002) , independence rule (IR, Bickel & Levina, 2004) , features annealed independence rule (FAIR, Fan & Fan, 2008) all assume that the features are independent to each other. Moreover, some other methods such as regularized discriminant analysis (RDA, Guo et al., 2007) use a covariance estimator which is the sample covariance regularized towards a diagonal matrix. Recently, many new classification tools have been developed including penalized linear discriminant analysis (PLDA, Witten & Tibshirani, 2011) , linear programming discriminant rule (LPD, Cai & Liu, 2011) , regularized optimal affine discriminant rule (ROAD, Fan et al., 2012) , direct sparse discriminant analysis (DSDA, Mai et al., 2012) , sparse discriminant analysis (SDA, Clemmensen et al., 2012) , multi-class sparse discriminant analysis (MSDA, Mai et al., 2015) . Roughly speaking, these sparse methods obtain sparse models by solving penalized or constrained optimization problems, and their efficiency relies on the sparsity level of the normal vectors to the optimal discriminant boundaries.
Reduced-rank LDA is a classical approach to classification. It conducts dimension reduction by projecting the data to the centroid-spanning space and classifies the data based on nearest centroid. Another commonly used dimension reduction tool is PCA, which projects the data to the space spanned by the top principal components of the total sample covariance matrix. Note that reduced-rank LDA makes use of the label information (through centroids) but ignores the (within class) covariance information. On the other hand, PCA relies on the covariance information only and is mainly regarded as an unsupervised learning tool in the literature.
In this paper, we propose a new reduced-rank LDA method combining the advantages of the classical reduced-rank LDA and PCA. The principal components of a weighted sum of the sample within class and between class covariance matrices are used for dimension reduction, and standard LDA is employed to the projected data for classification. In this dimension reduction process, both label and covariance information can be taken into account, through between class and within class covariance, respectively. Therefore, we regard it as a version of supervised PCA. This new method does not rely on the aforementioned sparsity or independence assumptions and offers an alternative classification tool for various applications, especially, when these technical assumptions are not satisfied.
To shed theoretical insight of our method, we consider the spiked structure of the covariance (Johnstone, 2001) . Roughly speaking, a symmetric positive definite matrix is called spiked if all of its eigenvalues are equal except a few large ones. In other words, it is a sum of a scalar matrix and a low rank matrix. Intuitively, the spiked structure might be a better model than the diagonal one to approximate the true covariance, as it can take into account strong correlation among the features, which is not uncommon in applications. We will explain why the spiked structure can help for dimensional reduction. We should remark that, although the spiked structure plays a key role in the theoretical analysis, our proposed procedure does not rely on the spiked structure explicitly and can be applied to general data sets.
The main contribution of this paper is threefold. First, it proposes a novel dimension reduction and classification tool. The new method incorporates covariance among features and works well for high dimensional multi-class data. Second, it illustrates a new supervised way to conduct PCA. This technique is generally applicable to both classification and regression models. Last but not least, the proposed method is computationally efficient and can be applied directly to the real data such as gene expression data in cancer research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notations and gives a selective review on some popular linear classification methods from an aspect of dimension reduction. In Section 3, we study a new reduced-rank LDA method for classification and offer some theoretical insights. Numerical studies and real data applications are illustrated in Section 4, which is followed by a short discussion in Section 5. All technical proofs are given in the appendix.
Linear methods for classification

Notations
In this section, we review several popular classification tools from the aspect of dimension reduction. We consider a standard setup. Let X = (X 1 , · · · , X n ) ⊤ be a n × p matrix with
Define the index set of group k as C k = {i : Y i = k} and its cardinality n k = |C k |, where
The goal of classification is to establish a classification rule and label a new observation X * based on the training data.
In the literature, the Gaussian assumption is often used to facilitate statistical analysis of various methods. In the simplest setting, it is assumed that data from all groups share
presentation, we also assume that the prior probabilities π k = P(Y = k) are equal for all k.
In practice, the prior probability can be always estimated and taken into account for most methods considered in this paper.
Recall that, for a specified strictly positive definite symmetric matrix S, the Mahalanobis distance between two vectors u and v is
In fact, under the Gaussian assumption, the optimal classification rule minimizing the expected classification error is called the Bayes rule, which simply classifies a data point to a group with the nearest centroid in terms of Mahalanobis distance with S = Σ w . That is,
A key observation from (2.1) is that if we rotate the sample space by Σ −1/2 w first, then the Bayes rule is equivalent to a nearest centroid classifier with standard Euclidian distance.
Moreover, it follows (2.1) that the optimal decision boundary separating groups k and ℓ is an affine space defined by
Note that the normal vector to this affine space is Σ −1 w (µ k − µ ℓ ). Therefore, the decision boundary of the Bayes rule to the whole classification problem is a subset of the union of these affine spaces, whose normal vectors span a vector space Σ −1 w C, where C is the vector space spanned by
, and the equal sign holds when the set of centroids {µ k } K k=1 is in linear general position. By Lemma 2 in the appendix, when p is larger than K, we will lose no information to project the data from R p to a small subspace
w C for classification. That is, it is equivalent to apply the Bayes rule to the projected data and the original data. In practice, when p is large, it is extremely helpful to find a reasonable approximation subspace to Σ −1 w C to reduce the dimensionality.
Let us introduce some notations of important statistics. Without loss of generality, we assume that the features, i.e., columns of X , are centered to have mean zero since all methods considered in this paper are translation invariant. The within-class sample covariance matrix
The between-class sample covariance matrix is
The total sample covariance matrix
Simple reduced-rank linear discriminant analysis
A simple reduced-rank LDA (Hastie et al., 2009) projects the data to the centroid-spanning
The idea is that, when calculating the (Euclidean) distances to find the closest centroid, one can ignore the distances orthogonal toĈ which contribute equally to all groups. This simple method reduces the dimensionality remarkably.
The main drawback is that it does not incorporate the covariance structure. We may lose much information if Σ w is far from a scalar matrix.
Fisher's approach and the standard LDA
Fisher's approach is to find a subspace so the projected centroids are spread out as much as possible with respect to the covariance. It finds the first direction by solving
which is equivalent to
provided W is not singular. It is well known that when K = 2, v 1 is the same as the normal vector (up to a scalar) of the decision boundary separating two groups obtained by standard LDA. When K > 2, one can continue to solve this generalized eigenvalue problem until step rank(B), as follows.
Obviously, the covariance plays a role here through the sample pooled covariance W.
Moreover, there is an order for these directions so the dimension of the subspace can be pre-specified or chosen data-adaptively. In fact, the simple reduced-rank LDA is a special case by restricting W to a scalar matrix. In this sense, Fisher's approach is also a reduced-rank LDA method.
The standard LDA can be viewed as a dimension reduction technique as well. Roughly speaking, it mimics the Bayes rule by plugging in estimators of the common covariance and centroids. It labels an observation X byŶ = argmin 1≤k≤K W −1/2 (X −μ k ) 2 . Similar to the analysis of the Bayes rule, the normal vectors of the decision boundaries of standard
It is equivalent to apply standard LDA to, instead of the original data, the projected data onto subspace W −1Ĉ . The following proposition indicates the equivalence between Fisher's approach and the standard LDA in the context of dimension reduction. It seems that this well-known result is not established formally anywhere so we include it here.
, and
where
The original idea of the reduced-rank LDA is to find and project the data to a small subspace with high discriminant power before applying LDA. We see that, as a by product of the standard LDA, it gives automatically such a subspace, i.e., W −1Ĉ . A quick remark here is that Fisher's approach or the standard LDA performs well only when the sample size is large enough so W −1Ĉ is a good approximation to Σ −1 w C.
The independence rule and related approaches
It is well known that LDA does not work well when p ∼ n and p > n. In the context of dimension reduction reviewed in Section 2.3, the reason is that W −1Ĉ or W −Ĉ is no longer a good approximation to Σ −1 w C for high dimension data, where W − is a pseudo-inverse of W.
The main problem is that the sample pooled covariance W is singular and a poor estimate for Σ w . One remedy is to assume that the features are independent, i.e., Σ w is diagonal.
This leads to the independence rule or diagonal LDA. To apply diagonal LDA, one just uses the diagonal partD w = diag(W) instead of W in the standard LDA. Although the features are rarely independent in applications, the IR or diagonal LDA usually outplays standard LDA when p > n (Bickel & Levina, 2004) .
By the same spirit of Proposition 1, one can see the equivalence between the IR and Fisher's approach with W replaced byD w in (2.4), as stated in Corollary 1 in the appendix. Witten & Tibshirani (2011) further imposed some sparse assumptions on v k 's to derive a penalized LDA (PLDA). One can also conduct dimension reduction based on the rank of marginal discriminant power. Two well-known approaches are the NSC and FAIR, studied
by Tibshirani et al. (2002) and Fan & Fan (2008) , respectively.
Principal component analysis
As a dominant approach to dimension reduction in the context of unsupervised learning, PCA has been also used to solve supervised learning problems, e.g., principal component regression (Jolliffe, 2002) , supervised PCA (Bair et al., 2006) , etc. Roughly speaking, PCA extracts the mutually orthogonal directions with largest variances of the data and discards the rest. In our context, standard PCA would ignore the label information and keep the eigenvectors corresponding to q top eigenvalues of T, where q can be pre-specified or chosen data adaptively. People have been concerned with this approach as there is no guarantee that the top principal components have good discriminant power. Bair et al. (2006) proposed a variant of supervised PCA. It is a two-stage procedure in which marginal statistics are used to reduce dimension before applying standard PCA. It seems that the label information is used only in the first stage. It is interesting to find alternative ways to conduct supervised PCA.
Summary
Reduced-rank LDA can be viewed as a general strategy which finds and projects the data into a linear subspace before applying standard LDA. Using Fisher's framework (2.4) with different within-class covariance estimates, we unified simple reduced-rank LDA, standard LDA and IR as special cases. One main drawback of these methods is that none of them can compromise degeneracy of the sample covariance W and non-triviality of the true covariance Σ w . PCA would be a potentially good approach which requires neither nondegeneracy of W nor independence assumption. Next, we will show a new reduced-rank LDA method which uses PCA in a supervised way. To take advantage of existing methods described in the last section and study the multi-class classification problem in a unified manner, we consider T γ = W + γB with γ > 0. Recall that W and B are within class and between class sample covariance matrices, respectively.
Here γ is a tuning parameter. As we will see, if γ = 1, our proposed procedure is equivalent to the standard PCA; and if γ → ∞, the procedure is equivalent to the simple reduced-rank LDA illustrated in Section 2.2.
Consider eigenvalue decomposition
where D γ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ranked in a descending order and U γ is an orthogonal matrix. We propose a new reduced-rank LDA procedure based on the first q principal components of T γ . It can be conducted as follows.
1. Calculate T γ and U γ and project the data from R p to the linear subspace spanned by the first q columns of U γ . In practice, the parameters γ and q can be chosen data adaptively.
2. Apply the standard LDA to the projected data.
This procedure generalized classical methods such as PCA and simple reduced-rank LDA by allowing a varying parameter γ. The label information is taken into account through γ in dimension reduction. In this sense, our procedure is a version of supervised PCA, so we call it supervised PCA-based LDA (SPCALDA). Although the parameter γ plays a minor role in the later theoretical analysis, it makes our procedure more flexible. For example, the qualities of W and B to approximate their population counterparts are usually not equally good. Therefore, γ can serve as a weight to balance them.
Theoretical insights
It is not uncommon that PCA is used to solve supervised learning problems, especially, in the analysis of high dimensional or highly correlated data. However, it is usually used as an adhoc method without any theoretical justification. We now illustrate some theoretical insights why our procedure (including PCA as a special case) works well under certain conditions.
To understand the proposed method, we consider a population version. Denote by Σ b and Σ t the population versions of between-class and total covariance matrix, respectively.
where D O is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ranked in a descending order and U O is orthogonal. Because γ plays only a minor role in this section, we drop it from notations
For an oracle procedure assuming parameters are known, we can project the data to the linear subspace spanned by top principal components of U O . A natural question is when we can project the data by oracle procedure without information loss.
Let {λ j } p j=1 be eigenvalues of Σ w in a descending order. We consider a spiked covariance structure Johnstone (2001) .
In other words, Σ −1 w C are located in the subspace spanned by columns of U O1 .
In short, we will lose no discriminant power to project the data to a s+K −1 dimensional subspace spanned by columns of U O1 .
We may generalize this result further as follows. Without loss of generality, assume
From the proof of Theorem 1 in the appendix, we see the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds for principal components of 
That is, there are R k prototypes for the group k. We can generalize Theorem 1 to this case. Remark 1. The spiked condition is crucial in Theorems 1 and 2. It is a reasonable model to approximate the true covariance when strong correlation among the features is present. It is also employed by Hao et al. (2015) , which aimed to sparsify the normal vector of optimal discriminant boundary for binary classification problems. In spite of the theoretical insight, the spiked condition plays no role in conducting our procedure. In real applications, it may not hold exactly. Nevertheless, our numerical studies show that our procedure performs very well.
Remark 2. In practice, we will work with U instead of its population version U O .
Although U O might be very different from U when n ≪ p, the left part of U, i.e., U 1 , can be similar to U O1 under some conditions. For example, when the leading eigenvalues are large enough or their corresponding eigenvectors are sparse, U O1 can be well-estimated by U 1 or its sparse counterpart (Johnstone & Lu, 2009 ).
Computation
In many contemporary applications, p is much larger than n. For example, in some gene expression data sets, p is a few thousands or more, and n is a few hundreds or less. So it is time-consuming to calculate p × p matrix T γ and its eigenvalue decomposition directly. The following lemma offers a shortcut to find U 1 .
Lemma 1 We can write
When p > n + K we can conduct eigenvalue decomposition for (n + K) × (n + K) matrix To test the robustness of the proposed method against departures from Gaussian and equal covariance assumptions, we include two more scenarios. In particular, Scenario 5 considers a case when the data are contaminated by a random heavy-tailed noise. Scenario 6 considers the situation when the observations from different classes do not share a common covariance structure.
Scenario 5. X is generated as in Scenario 3. Let Z is a p dimensional random vector with entries IID from t-distribution with degrees of freedom 3. We assume that realizations ofX = X + 0.2Z are observed instead of X.
Scenario 6. X is generated as in Scenario 3. For each class k, we first generate a p dimensional vector d k with entries IID from standard uniform distribution, and define
We assume that realizations ofX = X + Z are observed instead of X.
There are two tuning parameters for SPCALDA (i.e., γ and q) and one parameter for PCALDA method, which were chosen by five-fold cross validation. The fitted models were evaluated using the test set for all methods. We repeated each experiment 100 times. The average and standard deviation of classification error rates for each method are listed in Table 1 . The SPCALDA method always outperformed PCALDA, which indicates that it is helpful to tune the parameter γ. In the independence cases, SPCALDA is comparable with SRRLDA and IR but much better than them in the correlated cases. In general, the performance of SRRLDA and IR highly depends on the true covariance structure and SPCALDA is robust over different covariance structures. Moreover, when the Gaussian assumption or equal covariance assumption is violated, we see that SPCALDA still performs reasonably well. 
Real data examples
In this section, we illustrate the performance of our method using six popular gene expression data sets, which have been studied in the literature. In particular, we considered three binary data sets, Chin (Chin et al., 2006) , Chowdary (Chowdary et al., 2006) , Gordon (Gordon et al., 2002) , and three multi-class data sets, Golub (Golub et al., 1999) , Nakayama (Nakayama et al., 2007) , and Sun (Sun et al., 2006) . The three binary data sets are available in R package datamicroarray. The data set Golub is available in R package golubEsets. The original Nakayama data set contains 105 samples from 10 types of soft tissue tumors. We considered a subset of 86 samples belonging to 5 tumor types and ignored the rest tumor types for which less than 7 samples were available. Nakayama and Sun are available on Gene Expression Omnibus (Barrett et al., 2005) with accession numbers GDS2736 and GDS1962, respectively. We list in Table 2 the sample size, number of features, number of classes, data distribution among different classes and related disease for each data set. Besides the methods considered in Section 4.1, we included some state-of-the-art multiclass classification tools including NSC (Tibshirani et al., 2002) , RDA (Guo et al., 2007) , PLDA (Witten & Tibshirani, 2011) , and SDA (Clemmensen et al., 2012) , which have been implemented by R packages pamr, rda, penalizedLDA, and sparseLDA, respectively. These methods are based on various sparsity assumptions.
For each of these data sets, we randomly split the data with a 3 to 1 ratio into a training set and a test set, in a balanced manner. Five-fold cross-validation was conducted on the training set to select the tuning parameters for all methods, and the classification error rates using test set were recorded. In Table 3 we list the average classification error rates and their standard deviations over 25 random training/test set splits. We omit the results of PCALDA and IR which are dominated by SPCALDA and NSC, respectively. We see that SPCALDA performed best for two data sets, and second best for four data sets. In particular, SPCALDA is clearly the best in pairwise comparisons with other methods. We list in Table   4 the computation time for each method. We find that all these methods are reasonably fast to handle contemporary high dimensional data sets. In summary, our proposed method SPCALDA offers a competitive classification tool for high dimensional gene expression data.
Discussion
Feature selection and feature extraction are two popular strategies in statistical machine learning. In the context of this paper, the sparse methods such as NSC and SDA can conduct variable selection and model estimation simultaneously, and belong to the first category. On For example, sparse methods can achieve model selection consistency and efficiency under various sparse assumptions. But they may fail when the true model is far from sparse. In contrast, our approach does not depend on sparse assumptions and is robust against the sparsity level of the true model. Our real data examples also verify the robustness of our method. In general, we can not expect a result on model selection consistency or efficiency.
Nevertheless, we discuss a spiked covariance condition under which our method may achieve efficiency.
Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1. Recall that, by our convention, the data have been centered,
For a special case W = I, {v k } r k=1 are just eigenvectors of B corresponding to positive eigenvalues. For any vector u ⊥Ĉ, we have
⇔ u belongs to the eigen-space of B corresponding to eigenvalue 0
.
That is,Ĉ and span{v k } r k=1 have the same orthogonal complement. Hence they are the same linear subspace and have the same dimension.
For arbitrary nonsingular W, we may transform the data by linear operator W −1/2 .
That is, defineX
It is easy to see that the statistics after 
In fact, the proof goes through if W is replaced by an arbitrary nonsingular equivariant covariance estimator. Hence we have the following corollary. Proof of Theorem 1. We show a proof for a large family described in Remark 5
Theorem 1 can be obtained as a special case because the family {Σ γ } γ>0 is included in the larger one.
Let us fix an arbitrary ρ = (ρ 1 , ..., ρ K ) ⊤ with all positive entries, and
By the spiked condition, we can write
are eigenvectors to eigenvalues larger than λ p . For 1 ≤ k < ℓ ≤ K, we have
Moreover, On other the hand, the eigenspace of Σ ρ corresponding to eigenvalue λ p is orthogonal to S by (6.2). Therefore, columns of U O2 are orthogonal to S, and hence to Σ −1 w (µ k − µ ℓ ) for all k, ℓ.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 1 by noticing that µ k = R k t=1 π kt µ kt , and span{µ k } K k=1 ⊂ span{µ kt : 1 ≤ k ≤ K; 1 ≤ t ≤ R k }.
Proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2 In the context of formula (2.1), let β k,ℓ = Σ −1 w (µ k − µ ℓ ) and H ⊂ R p is arbitrary linear subspace such as β k,ℓ ∈ H. Let P H be the projection operator from R p to H. Then the normal vector to the optimal discriminant boundary separating groups k and ℓ using information from only the projected data P H (X) is the same as β k,ℓ .
The conclusion below (2.1) follows Lemma 2 with the choice H = Σ Now we work on an equivalent model (X, Y ), where the projection P H is simply a projection to the first q coordinates. In this equivalent model, it is sufficient to show that the optimal discriminant boundaries obtained from whole dataX and the projected data are exactly the same.
First, using the whole dataX, the normal vector to the optimal discriminant boundary separating groups k and ℓ is . That is,β k,ℓ is a sparse vector supported in its first q coordinates. By (6.3), we have
Comparing the top q rows of both sides, we have H(µ k − µ ℓ ) = (HΣ w H ⊤ )Hβ k,ℓ . So
To summarise,β k,ℓ is a sparse vector with its first q coordinates defined as in (6.4).
Second, we consider the projected data. WriteX =
, whereX 1 |Y = k ∼ N (Hµ k , HΣ w H ⊤ ). Using information from the projected dataX 1 only, we find the normal vector to the optimal discriminant boundary is (HΣ w H ⊤ ) −1 H(µ k − µ ℓ ) which is the same as Hβ k,ℓ by (6.4). Therefore, we lose no information to retainβ k,ℓ using projected dataX 1 instead of whole dataX.
